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Independent review of recent SkyTrain disruptions to be led by 

respected transportation expert 

Thorough review of response plan will identify more improvements 

 

July 28, 2014 
 

New Westminster, BC – TransLink CEO Ian Jarvis today announced that the independent 

review of two recent SkyTrain disruptions will begin tomorrow and be led by a respected 

transportation expert who has more than 40 years of experience and holds a Lifetime 

Achievement Award in Transportation. 

Gary McNeil served as CEO of Toronto’s GO Transit for more than a decade (retired in 2013), 

and from 1982 to 1986 was involved in the planning, design, construction, testing and 

commissioning of the initial operations of the Vancouver SkyTrain. 

Mr. McNeil will conduct a thorough review of TransLink’s response plan for major service 

disruptions, and identify improvements.   

The review will also look at what steps can be taken to prevent major service disruptions and  

changes to procedures and equipment  that would enable the SkyTrain system to resume full 

service more quickly. 

Keeping customers safe during service disruptions will also be a key consideration in the 

review. 

A final report will be provided at the end of October 2014. 

“Gary’s expertise will be invaluable in helping TransLink improve the way we respond to major 

disruptions in service, which although rare, are frustrating for our customers and can cause 

people to self-evacuate the trains, creating further delays and potentially putting their safety at 

risk,” said TransLink CEO Ian Jarvis.  

“We have learned important lessons over the past 11 days, and as a result of our internal 

review, we’ve already implemented and started on a number of improvements. These include 

plans for mobilizing more employees more quickly, better public announcements on SkyTrain, 

and a plan to provide better customer support at bus bridges.” 
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The independent review will: 

 evaluate TransLink’s response plan for major system outages from operational, 
customer safety, and customer service, and public communications perspectives; 
 

 consider how TransLink’s response plan can be improved; and 
 

 determine what can be done, going forward, to prevent a reoccurrence or speed up 
system recovery. The potential actions may include changes to existing processes and 
investments in additional back up equipment. 
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TransLink is Metro Vancouver's regional transportation authority that manages bus, SkyTrain, 

West Coast Express, SeaBus, cycling routes as well as major roads and bridges. These bridges 

include the Pattullo, Golden Ears, Knight Street and Westham Island. The Canada Line cycling 

and pedestrian bridge is also under TransLink management. 

We are the first North American transportation authority to be responsible for planning, financing 

and managing public transit in addition to major regional roads and bridges. 
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